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 Inspired by the peaceful loss of life her mother was almost denied, Bryant began gathering info
from national experts in palliative care, geriatrics, oncology, bio-ethics, psychology, and
spirituality. Because opportunities are rarely discussed, many people are unprepared or
struggling to make vital end-of-existence decisions and spend their last days in over-medicalized
and unnecessarily painful and protracted circumstances. Breaking frankly through the taboo of
discussing death, Hattie Bryant demonstrates we have a choice.Few people elect to contemplate
vital illness or the inevitability of death until their time comes. But if we stick to Hattie Bryant’s
sound advice, our story might have the ending that we believe is most beneficial. By making our
desires known and interacting them effectively, we take away the burden from our family
members of earning the deeply personal choices which will enable us to live our lives more fully
to the finish. I’ll Have It My Method provides useful information from experts throughout
healthcare, real-life examples that illustrate the results of decisions made or not produced, and a
thought-provoking guide that takes the reader on a journey of discovery to learn what a life well
lived methods to them. Spoiler alert: we will all die. I’ll OWN IT My Method credibly and
passionately presents the case for personal responsibility in the healthcare, legal, and procedural
decisions that folks must make?if they're not to be produced for us.
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America's health system is the finest on the planet My pal, Hattie Bryant, has written a fresh
book called I’ll Have It My Way and I want you to know about it. The workbook is wonderful. I
havelearned that it is up to me to decide the type and amount of treatment I want if I become
very ill or unable tospeak for myself.We am her durable power of lawyer. This is actually the
greatest gift anyone cangive to their partner, siblings, adult children, close friends and
physicians.This is a small publication packed with specifics such as for example, “Living wills
most often don’t work.”Please read about the book at I’ll Have It My Method and click or read the
testimonials on Amazon toto see what others are saying and to order a publication for yourself!
You’ll be happy you did. I guess the publisher was back logged. We had to wait quite a long time
to get this book. Most of the type is faint and hard to learn. I had seen Hattie on PBS, and she's a
powerful lady. The content of the publication is excellent. However, most of the print is quite
small. Some pages where they have special boxes with info, is usually in a really light printing,
which 1 had to get a magnifying glass to learn. What we don't know about being sick could make
us even sicker, so begin the healing process if you are healthy to get a plan that you like. Some
have been about how healthcare workers could be better able to take care of the terminally ill
person’s needs. I've average eye view, and don't need to wear glasses for reading or driving.it
think I noticed hook smile one her face... Hattie is an excellent writer and has exceptional
suggestions to pass on. Vital information This book is a must have for everyone.!. We give it all
five stars.America's health system is the finest on the planet, but I know that even our bodies has
its limits. You can tell Hattie Bryant actually cares and is usually passionate about this. In the
reserve I'll Have It My Way: Taking Control of End of Existence Decisions: a Reserve about
Freedom &. Bought For My Parents Thinking about your parents dying can be tough no one I
know wants to think about this and for sure nobody wants to bring up the subject with their
parents. I found out about the publication on a radio interview with the writer then ordered the
reserve and it has proven to be very helpful. While my parents were surprised to have the
publication from me, these were grateful. Now everybody knows their called proxy—and it isn’t
me—and what direction to go when they do become frail or significantly ill. The is a great tool
anyone may use to pry open hearts and minds in regards to a difficult topic. But she didn't
understand how I'd take it. She actually is in great health insurance and lives only. How would I
bring up end-of-life conversation with Mother?. I took a possibility. I showed her book and told
her just how much it experienced helped me.! Everyone shoud browse this book... Hattie's
reserve gives us a tool to determine what is really important to us and how tocommunicate our
desires so that we have been respected and honored. She is in great health and lives alone I had
read Hattie's book prior to a visit with my 95 year old widowed mother. I was ready. .! We spent a
wonderful hour together. I listened to what she had been thinking about. Like you! What
produced me happiest was the feeling of comfort and peace that settled on her behalf
countenance... Thank you Hattie Bryant.and even joy?... I havn't had the opportunity to finish it
however, as it's rather a strain to learn it. ((Except with this book). Just what a wonderful book.
Thank you Hattie Bryant!. Would she be offended if I brought it up? options of healthcare for
ourselves among others the better we are able to arrive to grips with worries of . I may try to find
a large print publication, because the information is important.. The more options of health care
for ourselves and others the better we can come to grips with worries of poor health. Also, there
are several useful charts, or they might have been, if they had used different shades with them.
Hattie can help you get there! Wow! Great information to know. She's reading the book now and
we'll sit alongside the workbook section to make sure she communicates to us how she really
wants to engage with healthcare going forward. Jackie That you have options and can make It



helps people who have end of life decisions Before hand. Everyone should have and go through
this book! Each individual desires to determine their very own end of life choices and name 2
trusted individuals to carry out the wishes. I required this book Excellent book for everyone
especially someone facing a terminal illness. Most junk food places will help you to own it the
right path. Our youngest daughter often requests her burger without a bun. She gets it just how
she wants it. It's not something everyone really thinks about but should. Peace by Hattie Bryant,
our author tells us that regulations says we are able to have our treatment our way, aswell. If we
are identified as having a terminal illness, there is absolutely no law that requires us to accept
any treatment at all. It is, however, an undeniable fact of life. What goes on then? We are
frequently delivered books on the finish of lifestyle. Some are on how our loved ones can adapt
their homes to raised care for us. However, they are all black and different tones of grey, and
even with my magnifier I can't tell the gray shades apart. This book tells us about the many
things we have to consider now, while we are able to speak for ourselves, and choosing a person
to operate for us once the time comes. No one wants to think about death and dying. But,
imagine if we are struggling to speak for ourselves at that time? I'll OWN IT My Way is very well-
written and thought-provoking. So well crafted and thoughtful. Your reserve is directly on time for
me personally and my family. Great book! Very informative book! Five Stars Very good book. Love
you! "Your book provides opened the entranceway with my mom! Hattie Bryant did an
outstanding job researching and interviewing medical professionals. We could choose to bury
our heads in the sand, or we could end up being proactive about our deaths." Thank you so much,
Hattie!! Small did I understand that she had given the topic lots of thought and wished to chat
with me in what she have been thinking.! A few gentle nudges here and there and it had been all
settled.!! Everyone must read this book. YOU WILL WANT TO Kindle Format? I would want to
have this publication in "kindle" format.
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